Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Interconverting the quantum information stored in stationary qubits to photons and faithfully transmitting them are two basic requirements of any physical implementation of quantum computation \[[@CR1]\]. Coherent interaction of solid-state and atomic quantum devices with microwave photons has been experimentally demonstrated for quantum dot systems \[[@CR2]--[@CR5]\], individual electron spin qubits \[[@CR6]\], ensembles of electronic spins \[[@CR7]\], superconducting circuits \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\] and Rydberg atoms \[[@CR11]--[@CR14]\].

In the field of circuit quantum electrodynamics, experiments show the ability to use single itinerant microwave photons \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] or joint measurements \[[@CR17]\] to generate entanglement between distant superconducting qubits \[[@CR18]\]. In these probabilistic entanglement schemes the entanglement generation rate is inversely proportional to the signal loss between the two sites. Furthermore, entanglement can be generated deterministically by transmitting single microwave photons with symmetric temporal shape \[[@CR19]\] which can be emitted \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] and reabsorbed with high fidelity \[[@CR22]\]. However, the fidelity of the entangled state is dependent on the signal loss for most protocols. Therefore, the ability to transmit microwave photons with low loss, which we address in this manuscript, is essential for the realization of quantum computation with solid-state and atomic quantum systems.

In addition, studying the reduction of loss of superconducting waveguides has the potential to contribute to improving the fidelity of qubit state measurements \[[@CR1]\] by minimizing the loss of the signal between the read-out circuit and the first amplifier \[[@CR23]\]. Knowing the loss of microwave waveguides also enables more accurate estimates of the signal levels at the input of cryogenic devices and could be used to better evaluate the heat load induced by signal dissipation.

Previous studies of the attenuation constant were performed for different types of superconducting coaxial cables down to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$4\ \mbox{K}$\end{document}$ by impedance matched measurements \[[@CR24]--[@CR31]\]. In those works, the attenuation constant is typically evaluated from measurements of the transmission spectrum of the waveguide, which is subsequently corrected for the attenuation in the interconnecting cables from room temperature to the cold stage in a reference measurement. In these studies lengths of the low-loss superconducting waveguides between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$400\ \mbox{m}$\end{document}$ were used for the measurements to be dominated by the device under test.

In this paper, we study the loss of coaxial cables and rectangular waveguides using a resonant-cavity technique from which we extract attenuation constants down to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0.005\ \mbox{dB}/\mbox{m}$\end{document}$ accurately between room and cryogenic temperatures at the tens of millikelvin level. By utilizing higher-order modes of these resonators we measure the frequency dependence of the attenuation for a frequency range between 3.5 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$12.8\ \mbox{GHz}$\end{document}$ at cryogenic temperatures only limited by the bandwidth of our detection chain. By comparing our data to loss models capturing this frequency range we extract the loss tangent and relative permittivity of the dielectric and an effective parameter characterizing the conductor loss.

We evaluate the attenuation constant of coaxial and rectangular waveguides made by a number of different manufacturers from a range of materials, see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. We characterize $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0.085\ \mbox{in}$\end{document}$) diameter coaxial cables with niobium-titanium (Nb-47 weight percent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(\mbox{wt}\%)$\end{document}$ Ti) or niobium outer and center conductors. For both cables the manufacturer Keycom Corporation \[[@CR32]\] used a low density polytetrafluorethylen (ldPTFE) dielectric. We also measure an aluminum outer, silver plated copper wire (SPC)[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} center conductor coaxial cable with an ldPTFE dielectric and an outer diameter of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0.141\ \mbox{in}$\end{document}$) manufactured by Micro-Coax, Inc. \[[@CR33]\]. As a reference, we analyze a standard copper outer, silver plated copper clad steel (SPCW)[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} center conductor coaxial cable with a solid PTFE (sPTFE) dielectric and an outer conductor diameter of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0.085\ \mbox{in}$\end{document}$) manufactured by Micro-Coax, Inc. \[[@CR33]\]. We investigate rectangular waveguides of type WR90 by Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) standard with inner dimensions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$s_{2}= 0.400\ \mbox{in}$\end{document}$) with a recommended frequency band of 8.2 to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$12.4\ \mbox{GHz}$\end{document}$. Three different conductor materials are characterized: aluminum 6061 with chromate conversion coating per MIL-C-5541E, aluminum 6061 without further surface treatment and oxygen-free, high conductivity (OFHC) copper with tin (Sn $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mbox{wt}\%>99.99\%$\end{document}$) plating of thickness 5-10 *μ*m on the inner surface. All three rectangular waveguides are manufactured by Penn Engineering Components, Inc. \[[@CR34]\]. Table 1**Summary of waveguide and measurement parametersIDCC085NbTiCC085NbCC141AlCC085CuWR90AlcWR90AlWR90CuSn**dim. \[mm (in)\]2.2 (0.085)2.2 (0.085)3.6 (0.141)2.2 (0.085)WR90WR90WR90conductorNbTi/NbTiNb/NbAl/SPCCu/SPCWcoated AlAlCu-SndielectricldPTFEldPTFEldPTFEsPTFEvacuumvacuumvacuumlength \[mm (in)\]110110900120304.8 (12)304.8 (12)304.8 (12)*T*(BT) \[mK\]120506015602550*T*(4K) \[K\]4.04.04.04.14.34.04.0*ν* range \[GHz\]4.2-12.74.1-12.53.5-12.73.6-12.77.9-12.37.7-12.87.7-12.8*n̅*(BT)0.1-20.3-101-21-30.2-11-41-3*n̅*(4K)0.4-50.2-48-164-92-103-125-20The indicated dimension (dim.) specifies the outer diameter of the coaxial cables and the EIA type of the rectangular waveguides. The conductor and dielectric materials are specified as well as the length of the resonant section employed for the measurements. The temperature *T* measured at the waveguide is indicated. The average photon number on resonance is shown for the investigated frequency (*ν*) range.

Experimental setup {#Sec2}
==================

We construct resonators from coaxial cables and rectangular waveguides as shown in the photographs and schematics of Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (b). For the coaxial cables we use sub-miniature version A (SMA) panel mount connectors and remove the outer conductor and dielectric material of the coaxial cable at both ends to realize a capacitive coupling between the center conductor of the cable and the connector. We choose a coupling capacitance to obtain largely undercoupled resonators (see Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and Appendix [1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} for details). Figure 1**Overview of the experimental setup.** Photographs **(a)** and schematics **(b)** of a capacitively coupled coaxial cable and an aperture coupled rectangular waveguide. **(c)** Schematic of the room temperature setup using a vector network analyzer (VNA). A through-open-short-match (TOSM) calibration is used to account for loss and phase offsets in the interconnecting cables. **(d)** Schematic of the FPGA-based microwave setup \[[@CR35]\] used for measurements at cryogenic temperatures.

At room temperature (RT) we use a vector network analyzer (VNA) and a through-open-short-match (TOSM) calibration to set the measurement reference plane to the input of the coupling ports of the waveguide according to the schematic presented in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(c) and adjust the input and output coupling to be approximately equal. For measurements at cryogenic temperatures the microwave signal propagates through a chain of attenuators of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$20\ \mbox{dB}$\end{document}$ each at the 4 K, the cold plate and the base temperature stages before entering the waveguide (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(d)). The output signal is routed through an isolator with a frequency range of 4-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$20\ \mbox{dB}$\end{document}$, a high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier with a bandwidth of 1-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$40\ \mbox{dB}$\end{document}$ and a noise temperature of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$5\ \mbox{K}$\end{document}$, as specified by the manufacturer. After room temperature amplification and demodulation, the signal is digitized and the amplitude is averaged using a field programmable gate array (FPGA) with a custom firmware.

The waveguides are characterized at a nominal temperature of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$4\ \mbox{K}$\end{document}$ (4K) using the pulse tube cooler of a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator system in which also the millikelvin temperature (BT) measurements are performed. We thermally anchor the waveguides to the base plate of the cryostat using OFHC copper braids and clamps. The actual waveguide temperatures are extracted in a measurement of the resistance of a calibrated ruthenium oxide (RuO) sensor mounted at the center of the coaxial cables or at the end of the rectangular waveguides and are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

For the measurements at base temperature BT ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\sim}10\ \mbox{mK}$\end{document}$) it proved essential to carefully anchor all superconducting waveguide elements at multiple points to assure best possible thermalization. The measured temperatures listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} are found to be significantly higher than the BT specified above. We attribute the incomplete thermalization of the superconducting waveguides to the small thermal conductivity of the employed materials below their critical temperature $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$T_{\mathrm{c}}$\end{document}$ \[[@CR36]\]. We note that when using only a minimal set of anchoring points, we observed even higher temperatures.

Measurements of the attenuation constant {#Sec3}
========================================

Illustration of the measurement technique {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------

To illustrate the resonant-cavity technique for extracting the attenuation constant of a waveguide we discuss a calibrated S-parameter measurement at RT for the coaxial line CC141Al (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The measured transmission spectrum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\vert S_{21}(\nu) \vert ^{2}$\end{document}$ exemplifies the periodic structure of higher-order modes for mode numbers *n* between 5 and 109 (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We extract the resonance frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{\mathrm {i}}$\end{document}$, for each mode *n* by fitting the complex transmission coefficient of a weakly coupled parallel RLC circuit (see Appendix [2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}) to the data in a finite bandwidth around each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\nu_{\mathrm {n}}$\end{document}$ (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We observe a decreasing insertion loss on resonance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\operatorname{IL}(\nu_{\mathrm{n}})=-10 \log_{10} \vert S_{21}(\nu_{\mathrm {n}}) \vert ^{2}\ \mbox{dB} $\end{document}$ (dashed line in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(a)) with increasing frequency due to the increase of the effective capacitive coupling strength. We chose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\operatorname{IL}(\nu_{\mathrm{n}}) > 40\ \mbox{dB}$\end{document}$ to ensure the largely undercoupled regime ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{\mathrm{e}} \gg Q_{\mathrm{i}}$\end{document}$) over the entire frequency range. In this regime, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{\mathrm{i}}$\end{document}$ is well approximated by the loaded quality factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{\mathrm{e}} > 10 Q_{\mathrm{i}}$\end{document}$ for all frequencies and temperatures. Figure 2**Exemplary waveguide resonator transmission spectra at room temperature.** **(a)** Transmission coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\vert S_{21} \vert ^{2}$\end{document}$ versus frequency *ν* for CC141Al at RT. The dashed line indicates the frequency-dependent insertion loss on resonance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$8\ \mbox{GHz}$\end{document}$ as indicated by the dashed boxes in (a). Figure 3**Illustration of analysis procedure for representative modes.** Absolute value squared of the measured transmission $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\vert S_{21} \vert ^{2}$\end{document}$ (dots) versus frequency *ν* at the indicated resonances for CC141Al (RT) and modes numbers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$n=\{26, 61, 90\}$\end{document}$. The arrows indicate the full width at half maximum from which we extracted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\nu_{\mathrm{res}}$\end{document}$ is the center frequency of the resonance. The line is the absolute value squared of the simultaneous fit of the real and imaginary part of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S_{21}$\end{document}$ scattering parameter (see Appendix [2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} for details).

Under this condition it is sufficient to extract $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$S_{\mathrm{n}}^{\mathrm {max}}$\end{document}$ is a free scaling factor). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$C_{2}$\end{document}$ account for a constant offset and a linear frequency dependence in the background \[[@CR37]\] most relevant for measurements of low quality factors (\<10^3^) resonances.

Analysis of coaxial lines {#Sec5}
-------------------------

To determine the frequency dependence of the attenuation constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{\mathrm{i}}$\end{document}$ in dependence on the mode number *n*. The fundamental frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The measured external quality factors at RT (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(b) and Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}(b)) are in good agreement with the ones expected for a capacitively coupled transmission line \[[@CR43]\] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Following the same measurement procedure, we extract the quality factor of low-loss superconducting cables (e.g. see Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} for CC085NbTi). The measured internal quality factors of CC085NbTi at the 4K and BT, ranging from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analysis of rectangular waveguides {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

We performed similar measurements with three different rectangular waveguides of type WR90 (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We use an aperture coupling approach by installing two aluminum 1100 plates (thickness $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

We have presented measurements of the attenuation constant of commonly used, commercially available low-loss coaxial cables and rectangular waveguides down to millikelvin temperatures in a frequency range between 3.5 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0.005\ \mbox{dB}/\mbox{m}$\end{document}$ using a resonant-cavity technique at cryogenic temperatures. In this method, we employ weak couplings to the waveguides resulting in resonant standing waves and measure their quality factors. We have extracted the loss tangent and relative permittivity of different dielectric materials by comparing our measurement results to existing loss models. The frequency dependence of the internal quality factors of the normal conducting waveguides are well described by the loss model, while the tested CC085NbTi and CC085Nb show small deviations from the predictions for the high-frequency dissipation in superconductors \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. We have also studied the power dependence of the attenuation constant which we find to be independent of the input power in a range from −140 to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our results indicate that transmitting signals on a single photon level is feasible within laboratory distances, e.g. 95% of the signal can be transmitted over distances of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$8\ \mbox{m}$\end{document}$ using coaxial cables. Furthermore, we find no significant dependence of the attenuation constants on the ambient residual magnetic fields in measurements performed with and without cryoperm magnetic shielding (see Appendix [6](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}).

Comparing our results to recent measurements of high quality 3D cavities \[[@CR45]\] with quality factors up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\operatorname{tan}\ \delta{\sim} 2\times10^{-6}$\end{document}$ of PTFE have been reported at cryogenic temperatures \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\] about a factor of 4 lower than those measured here. This suggests that the loss of superconducting coaxial cables may also be further reduced.

Appendix 1: Characterization of the input/output coupling {#Sec8}
=========================================================
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{TE}_{101}$\end{document}$ mode of a 3D cavity aperture coupled to a rectangular waveguide. The solid line is obtained from a finite element simulation.

We determine the external quality factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By changing the geometry of the described couplers, the coupling of both coaxial cables and rectangular waveguides can be tuned by orders of magnitude which is sufficient to fulfill the condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 2: Weakly coupled parallel RLC circuit {#Sec9}
===============================================

To extract the resonance frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$e^{i \phi}$\end{document}$ is a rotation of the data relative to the measurement plane \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\].

Appendix 3: Attenuation constant of low-loss coaxial cables {#Sec10}
===========================================================

We state the derivation of the attenuation constant of a low-loss transmission line based on Ref. \[[@CR38]\]. The equivalent circuit parameters (self-inductance per unit length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{\mathrm {s}}=R^{\mathrm{a}}_{\mathrm{s}}=R^{\mathrm{b}}_{\mathrm{s}}$\end{document}$ to characterize the conductor loss. This is necessary, since we cannot distinguish the contributions of the different materials of the center and outer conductors to the total conductor loss in our data.

Appendix 4: Attenuation constant of CC085SS {#Sec11}
===========================================
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                \begin{document}$8.2\ \mbox{dBm/m}$\end{document}$ (LHe). Figure 8**Frequency and temperature dependence of attenuation constant of stainless steel coaxial line CC085SS.** Measured attenuation constant *α* (dots) versus frequency *ν* for a CC085SS at RT, approximately $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 5: Power dependence of the attenuation constant {#Sec12}
========================================================

We find the measured attenuation constant of CC085NbTi to be independent of the input power in a range from −140 to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 6: Dependence on ambient magnetic field {#Sec13}
================================================

We compare the extracted attenuation constants of CC085NbTi cables within (length 110 mm) and without (length 810 mm) a cryoperm magnetic shield and find no significant effect at 4K and BT (Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Since we expect the internal loss to be the sum of the individual loss contributions we argue that the measured attenuation constants are not limited by an ambient magnetic field which is believed to be dominated by the isolators installed at the BT stage of the used dilution refrigerator system. Figure 10**Attenuation constants extracted with and without magnetic shielding.** Comparison of the attenuation constants measured at 4K and BT with and without cryoperm magnetic shielding for CC085NbTi. The solid lines are extracted from fits to the measured quality factors according to the model of Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).
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